pmc Services:

EDI
MANAGEMENT

Streamline your customer demand better – the customer
drives your business system and therefore all of your decisions
need to be made with this in mind!
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is still the preferred data
exchange vehicle in the manufacturing industry, however it
is also said to be the most painful part of an ERP integration
project. Why? Because you need to have a unique skill set that
covers both the technical as well as the business aspects of it.
Does this sound familiar: Honda Small Lot/Batch, Honda DSPS,
TMMI, TMMK, TMMC, Chrysler Sequencing, GM Sequencing,
Nissan, Ford cumulative requirements, Chrysler Commodity
Procurement, Steel Resale Programs, PENTASAP, Chrysler
Clause Codes, VW NLK, VW Mexico.
We are the right ones to provide you with an integrated
solution in SAP, because pmc is a Honda Certified Solution
Provider and has been for many years.
Some solution providers out there just provide technical
mapping solutions others just provide some add-on’s in SAP,
but those of you who that have ever dealt with Honda knows
that these methods do not work at all to make integrated EDI
Business processes work in SAP.
We have a complete approach and cover the whole spectrum
of the implementation:

Technical Integration:
Connectivity

Translation and Mapping Technology:
Either we provide you with Mappings using GXS TLE or we can
work together with your designated EDI translation vendor.
Our library of MRS and Mappings is above 500.

Business Logic:
A set of customer specific business rules residing in SAP ERP
covering all of the inbound and outbound trading partner
requirements in a modular way. Our business logic covers
customers out of NAFTA, APAJ and Europe.

SAP Application:
We are experts and have the unique skill sets to integrate your
customers’ requirements into SAP, regardless if you have to
deal with a straight forward or a sequence customer.
SAP add-on’s: various add-on’s in customer integration,
shipping and logistics execution are rounding up our services.

Solution alignment:
pmcConnect and pmcAccelerate add-on’s
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